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ED IT OR IAL D EP AR T M E NT N OT E
Mu ch considera tion wa s given a t the Fifteenth Interna t iona l Cost Conference in Cleveland in Ju ne to the expa nding field in which the cost a ccountant
is opera ting and the shifts in emphasis that changing conditions a nd advancing
techique have brought about. One field in which this shift of emphasis is
likely to become more evident in the next few yea rs is the field of a ccounting
for sales.
Cost a ccounting developed in the factory. Its first use wa s in finding product costs —in making possible the comparison of costs and selling prices in
order that profitable and unprofitable lines might be segregated. T o this
fu nction wa s la ter a dded the u se of cost a ccou nting a s a n a gency of control.
Of la te y ea rs ther e ha s co me a rea l iza t ion t ha t this control function was as
essential to the other a ctivities of the bu siness as to the produ ction function.
Accordingly, more and more emphasis has been placed, on cost accounting
for distribution activities. With the advent of N. R. A. a nd the resulting
emphasis on total cost in place of production cost this phase of the cost
accounta nt's work has ta ken on a dded importance.
T he first article in this issue deals with the important subject of sales
forecasting. T he a u thor, E. B. Whittemore, is Ma na ger of Sales Resea rch,
Stra thmore Pa per Co., Springfield, Mass. He wa s g ra d u a t ed fr om Am her st
College in 1924 , a fter which he became Assist a nt t o the President of Ru mford Press, Concord, N. H., in which position he served until 1929, when
he was employed as Produ ction Ma na ger of the Ea stern Sta te Milling Corp.,
Bu ffalo, N. Y. From 19 3 0 to 1 93 3 he wa s Assista nt to the President of Old
Colony Envelope Co., Westfield, Mass., and since 193 3 he has been engaged
in his present position.
In t he second a rticle, Carle M. Bigelow discusses the genera l problem of
"Controlling Distribu tion Costs." Mr. Bigelow, a fter receiving a n engineering educa tion, served as time -study man, engineer, and plant superintendent
for the Sa yl es Fini shin g P la nt s a t a time whe n th e l a te Henr y L . Ga ntt wa s
ma k ing his installa tion of scientific management for this company. In 1916
he beca me Chief Engineer for the Cooley a nd Ma rvin Co., lea ving this position in 1 92 4 to organize Bigelow, Kent, Willard & Co., Inc., of which he wa s
President and General Ma na ger until Ma rch, 1934, when he organized his
present company, Carle M. Bigelow and Co. Mr. Bigelow is a fellow of
the Institu te of Ma na gement, Director of the Society of Industrial Engineers,
a nd a m embe r o f th e Ameri ca n Society of Mechanical Engineers a nd of the
Ta ylor Society.
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T H E RE L A T I O N S HI P BE T W E E N YOUR COMPANY
S A L E S A N D G E N E RA L BUS I N E S S ACT I VIT Y
By E . B. Whittemore,
Sales Research Manager,
Strathmore Paper Co., Springfield, Mass.
forecasts and sales budgets are the control levers of
SALES
sales work, as well as the yardsticks by which we measure the
efficiency of the sales work of the company as a whole and of each
sale that produces it.
Sales forecasts and budgets are of immeasurable value, not only
to sales managers, but also to the purchasing department, the manufacturing department, and the financial executives.
Due to the severe and extreme changes in general business
activity during the past five years, many companies undoubtedly
have lost confidence in sales forecasts, sales quotas, sales bonuses,
etc., due to the fact that general business activity has been, at least
_emporarily, controlling the companies' destinies a great deal more
than the companies themselves had the power to do.
Whereas it has always been difficult and next to impossible to
accurately predict business conditions or to predict company sales
with toofo accuracy, I should like to emphasize the point that
such forecasting, particularly for company sales, has the same
chance of accuracy today that it had five years ago. At most times
this accuracy should be reasonably close, enough to be of material
help in making plans for the near future.
We usually think of the relationship between our own sales and
general business activity in terms of the future. We try to compare the two for the purpose of forecasting and for making quotas.
There is another value, however, to the relationship between your
company's sales and general business activity, and that is the relationship of the past, both the distant past and the immediately
preceding months. We know today that we can not judge our
progress in business by comparing our results with the previous
month, the previous year, or a previous decade. We know that
the fluctuation in business activity has a great effect on our own
results, that we should now realize that the proper way to watch
1
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our own progress is to see how our performance compares with
general business activity. If we are gradually dropping behind
general business, troubles need to be corrected. If we are doing
better than holding our own with general business, things are
working in the right direction.
In other words, we need to find the relationship that should exist
between our company's sales and the general business trend, not
only for forecasting the future, but we should find this relationship in order to use it as a standard of performance in judging
the progress we have made in the immediate and distant past.
It is my contention, that it is better to plan only partially sound
than not to plan at all. It also seems true that the executives of
every company use forecasts. Perhaps this forecast is only a
mental and unexpressed opinion of its executives as to the future,
but no matter in which direction they turn, they have to use a
mental forecast as to what is going to happen in the future. If
your look into the future does not turn out to be Ioo° correct, try
to take it in the spirit that forecasting is essential, that it is being
done by everyone, and that the closer you can forecast, the better
you can decide company policies.
A recent piece of advertising produced by one of the leading
business periodicals, gives an index of business activity for the
past five years, and, printed vertically across the side, it reads:
"Check Your Own Sales Volume With This Chart." Now, we all
agree that we should compare our own sales with general business,
since we admit the control that general business exercises, but we
must do this as accurately as possible and not in a slip -shod manner. The suggestion of this periodical is fine and would be helpful,
but it is inadequate to give you the complete relationship existing
between your business and general business.
Comparison of the Company Sales to the `Business Week" Index
Chart I gives you this comparison of a certain company's sales in
relation to the Business Week index from 1929 to 1933• The
solid line on this chart is the Business Week index, arranged, however, with one year following the other instead of placing the lines
for all years in the same area. The broken line represents the
monthly dollar sales of a given company. This apparently shows
that the company has been losing position in relation to general
2
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business. It shows that the company did not enjoy the pick -up last
summer enjoyed by general business.
The reason the company sales figures do not more closely follow the index of business activity, is not necessarily due to the
apparent lack of parallel between them. If we investigated more
carefully, we may find that if we make allowance for certain other
variables, that there is a certain relationship between these two.
In the first place, there are many indices available, produced by
business publications, newspapers, banks, and business investment
services. Before taking anyone index, such as this Business Week
index, it would be wise to see how the various ones available check
with each other.
The "Composite Business Index"
Chart II is for the purpose of developing a business index for
incorporating more than just one publication's index of activity.
The three indexes shown in this chart are all raised or lowered
so that 1925 equals ioo. It will be noticed that there is very
little variation between the three, and that the composite follows
the Annalist figures very closely, particularly for the last year.
These three indexes have been picked because they are the most
quickly available. Other important indexes, such as the Federal
Reserve Board Index of Production are not available for several
weeks after the close of the month, but since they follow these
lines very closely, they are not needed in the composite. These three
figures used here are available about the tenth of the following
month.
Since these three indexes do not vary widely, a straight mathematical average of the three has been taken (after putting them all
on a basis where 1925 equals loo), the resulting average index has
been termed the "Composite Business Index." From this point
on, therefore, the general business index used in the charts is the
composite average of the three, and is called the "Composite Business Index."
We now have improved the business index with which we
started. Our next step is to compare the company with the composite index, but this time we will compare the company's performance in units and not dollars.
It is necessary for accuracy, to compare the company's units of
4
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production and not dollar sales with the index. This is due to
the fact that all three of these indices represent fluctuations essentially of units of production. They are volume indices and are not
composed of any factors that introduce the element of fluctuating
prices. We must, therefore, break down the company's sales into
units of production and average price per unit. The first step is
to compare these units of production with the composite business
index. Before making the comparison, the units of production
should be transferred to an index by making 1925's performance
equal ioo.
Before making this comparison of units to the Composite Business Index, however, the unit of production figures should be seasonally adjusted, based on the past experience of the company.
This is due to the fact that the three indices which make up the
Composite Business Index have had removed from them, before
they are published, the effect of seasonal fluctuation.
Seasonal Volume Variation
Chart III shows this seasonal variation based on the monthly
performance from 1 9 2 3 to 1 9 2 8 inclusive. Certainly a seasonal
variation of this degree cannot be disregarded in making any
comparisons.
Units of Production and the Composite Business Index
We now have on Chart IV a fair comparison, since we have
made the following improvements upon Chart I:
a. For the Business Week Index we have substituted a Composite Business Index with 1 9 2 5 equally loo in all cases.
b. We have substituted units of production for sales in the
comparison since the Composite Business Index is a volume index and not a dollar index.
c. We have translated units of production into an index
where 19 2 5 equals loo.
d. We have taken, not the actual units of production index,
but an index that has been adjusted for the normal seasonal
variation. This tends, of course, to straighten out this line.
e. In order to develop more of a background, we go back
to 1911 instead of back only to 1 9 2 9 (prior to 1 9 2 9 the Federal
Reserve Board Index of Industrial Activity has been used for
the Composite Business Index).
6
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We now notice that with the corrections that have been made,
we are beginning to find a little more parallel relationship between
the two lines than we found in Chart I.
Upon careful study of Chart IV, we immediately notice that
there is a lag between the company's units of production and the
Composite Business Index. The company apparently lags six
months behind business activity on both the up and down grades.
This lag is very uniform.
With the benefit of the corrections we have made to date, plus
the discovery of this lag, we are now ready for the time to attempt to discover the relationship existing between these two lines.
The Relationship of Company Units of Production to the Composite Business Index
We now want to discover at what level the company's units of
production index has been in the past for every given level of the
Composite Business Index. To do this, we want to chart one
against the other. This is done in Chart V. The line on this
chart that has to do with price per unit index, should be disregarded at this point, since it is explained later.
Different levels of the Composite Business Index are charted
along the side and the corresponding levels of the units of production index are charted along the bottom. If the company exactly followed general business at all points, all points on this
Chart V would be on the 45- degree line, starting at o -o and going
to ioo-ioo. For example, whenever general business was 92, the
company's adjusted tonnage would be 92 on the basis of 1925
equals loo. If general business were at the 45 level, the company
also would be at 45•
In looking at Chart IV, however, this is obviously not the real
relationship. If this were the actual relationship both lines would
merge into one.
In order to discover the real relationship, we must chart for
every month on Chart V a point opposite the Composite Business
Index level for that given month and directly over the units of
production index for the same month. Since, however, we have
discovered that the company units lag six months behind business
activity, we should not try to find this relationship without taking
this lag into account. Therefore, instead of posting points to
9
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Chart V for the same month, we will put points on the chart using
for any given month its level of the Composite Business Index,
and take the level of the units of production index six months later,
instead of for the same month.
By taking this information from Chart IV and putting it on
Chart V, we find that all points fall along the line labeled "Actual
Relationship —Units of Production Index." We find that whenever the Composite Business Index has been 60, six months later
the company's units of production index has been 70. Reading
from the same line, we find that whenever a Composite Business
Index has been 120, the company's units of production index has
been 11 5 six months later, etc.
In this theoretical case, having been fortunate to find a lag, we
have found a means of forecasting at least six months ahead.
Theoretically, Chart V tells us what this particular company's
production will be six months from now if we know to -day's
level of the Composite Business Index.
Price per Unit
We cannot translate these units of production, however, into
dollars of sales, unless we make a separate study of the price per
unit at which the product is sold. The solid line on Chart VI is
identical with the Composite Business Index as it appears on
Chart IV; the broken line is a 1 9 2 5 = 1 0 0 index of the selling price
per unit for this company.
Notice that there are three general periods. The first is from
1 9 1 2 to 1915, which period was more or less normal; the second
period was from 19 15 to 1920, and represents the effects of the
war, before, during and after; the third period was from 1 9 2 0 to
the present. No attempt is made here to explain, let alone understand, the behavior of the price line during the war period. Our
remarks are confined entirely to the first and last periods.
The first thing we realize is that in the two so- called normal
periods, those preceding and following the war period, there was
a steadily declining price per unit. The slope of this long -time
trend toward lower prices is given by the two broken lines. This
slope is 2°fo per year, with 1 9 2 5 being loo. This shows that in
this theoretical company we are discussing, exactly the same as
with furniture, automobiles, shoes and other industries, the grad 11
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ual improvement in machinery has enabled the lower - priced product
to improve in quality and appearance at a quicker rate than the
high - priced product. For example, present day reproductions of
early American antiques are not as well built presumably as the
originals. However, there is greater value today in the reproductions than an equal expenditure would have brought sixty years ago.
Automobiles are a second example. Today, the Ford car presumably is not as good a car as the Lincoln, and yet, considering
wear and service, the consumer gets much more for this $boo than
he did 2 0 years ago.
Therefore, in many industries, there is a long -time trend from
the high -priced to the low- priced product. This is not necessarily
due to people being satisfied with poorer quality, —it is due entirely to improved methods, giving more quality at a lower price.
We, therefore, now know that we cannot expect the price per
unit in Chart VI to ever return to the too line. The best recovery
we can hope from the present level, is a recovery to the broken line.
In getting to Chart VII, we find the solid line as the same Composite Business Index, but here the dotted line, namely, the price per
unit, has been adjusted to discount the fact of the long -time trend.
Carefully studying this Chart VII, we find evidence that the
price per unit lags one year behind business activity in both the up
and down grades.
We will, therefore, post to Chart V the relationship between
the price per unit and business activity exactly as we did for units
of production previously. However, instead of charting points on
Chart V for the same months, we will chart the level of Composite
Business Index against the level of the price per unit a year later.
By doing this, we find that the points fall uniformly along the
line in Chart V labeled "Actual Relationship —Price per Unit
Index." We now know, in the case of this theoretical company,
that whenever business activity is at the 6o level, a year later the
price index will be at the 4 0 level.
Summary
By means of the adjustments and refinements of accuracy that
have been described, we have found a relationship between a given
company's sales and general business conditions, where the first
glance indicated no uniform relationship existed.
13
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Starting with Chart I, where we made the first comparison,
there was no connection between the two lines to help us either in
forecasting or setting sales standards for past performance. However, by breaking sales down into units and price, by means of introducing seasonal adjustment, and by using a given year as a base
in all cases, we have found the following:
Production lags six months behind business activity.
Price lags one year behind business activity.
Production, including the effect of the lag, bears a definite
relationship to business conditions.
Price, including the effect of the lag, bears a definite relationship to business conditions.
The illustration that has been used in this paper is theoretical,
and no company will find the exact mathematical relationships that
exist in these charts. However, within our own company and several other companies with which we are familiar, invaluable help
toward sales forecasting and particularly studying sales standards
for periods just closed, has been found.
This method just described, of setting a sales standard and of
forecasting sales in relation to general business, may look as if it
represents a considerable amount of work, and that it would take
a lot of time. This is not true. Whereas it might take two or three
days to prepare and secure the original data and make the charts,
also to develop your own formula for your own conditions, the job
of keeping it up to date each month should not take more than
twenty minutes or half an hour.
Some of you may be in industries where total production of the
industry or total sales of the industry may be available. You may
also have reliable figures indicating the activity of your "wholesalers, if not your consumers. If these are available and are charted
on the same graphs, you will have a picture of not only the relationship of your own sales to general business, but also the wholesaling and retailing phases of your industry. The more of this
type of information you have, the more accurate will be your predictions.

15
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CO NTRO LLING DISTRIBUTIO N COSTS
By Carle M. Bigelow, M.E.,
Carle M. Bigelow & Co., Boston, 'Mass.
sufficiently old- fashioned to believe that the sole excuse for
IAM
the establishment and maintenance of any form of commercial
activity is the making of adequate profit. While it is true that industry and commerce must serve the general social structure, in my
opinion this can be done only if they create sufficient wealth to provide for wages, salaries, taxes, dividends and sufficient surplus to
maintain employment during the inevitable periodic downward
swings of business.
The problem of making profits since the World War has been
largely one of attaining an adequate sales volume at an economic
selling expense. The attainment of volume at such a cost that it
offsets the volume advantage is, of course, fallacious, although this
was the actual condition which maintained in many companies even
during the boom years of 1 9 2 8 and 1929, and in the struggle for a
share of the diminishing volume resulting from the depression,
few concerns have given sufficient consideration to the economics
of selling expense.
Production and administrative costs usually are properly absorbed if an adequate sales volume is attained. While by no means
the art and science of production and administrative control are
perfect, yet the development of these two factors is sufficient to
enable the average concern to operate profitably if adequate sales
are attained, and if selling expense is kept within economic limits.
I believe it is a fair statement to say that inadequate control of
selling expense is the greatest hindrance to profits which exists in
the management structure today. Too often selling expense is
treated as a flat overall percentage of expense, rather than applied
in such a manner that the varying costs of different products, territories, etc., are known. Although there have been many statements to the contrary, the percentage of the sales dollar applied to
selling expense has been increasing markedly in this country. The
report of the Twentieth Century Fund on this subject stated that
from 1 9 2 0 to 1930 selling expense had increased 30°70. During the
years 1926 to 1929, inclusive, I kept a record of the breakdown of
16
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the sales dollar for 81 concerns covering 28 different industries and
located in ig states. Using 1926 as a base, selling expense in these
concerns increased as follows:
1 927
1928
1929

33%
42.4%
17.2%

Inasmuch as these were all calculated from the same base of
1926, the trend of selling expense in 1929 was downward, due to
the fact that a very high volume of production was enjoyed by
most of these concerns during that year. However, although the
volume of these concerns was 11 q'o greater in 1929 than in 1926,
yet the selling expense was 17.29o' higher than in 1926. Since 1929
the effect of the economic depression has made the comparison of
similar figures practically valueless. It is my conscientious opinion,
however, that the inherent trend is still upward as regards selling
expense.
Industries must exert great care in their struggle for their share
of the increasing volume of business in the future, to so devise
their selling methods that sales volume will be obtained at an economic figure.
At this point it would be well to define what is meant by control. Too often in costing and accounting we consider the collection of figures as an historical record rather than something to
be used as a basis of judgment in actually managing the business.
I place the responsibility for the increasing expense of selling
largely upon failure to obtain accurate records of selling expense.
The sales- minded individuals, that is the sales manager, advertising
manager, etc., at best are not as figure- conscious as the treasurer,
comptroller, or cost accountant of a business. They do, however,
have a highly developed knowledge as to general conditions in various territories and the selling methods for various products. When
they are presented figures which their intuition tells them are entirely incapable of analysis for specific conditions, they obviously
pay little attention to them.
When a sales manager is selling let us say 5o different products
with 5o different salesmen scattered throughout the country, with
promotional expense heavily applied in certain territories and negligible in others, to tell him that his selling expense is 1 o ¢ of the
17
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sales dollar and his advertising expense i i¢ of the sales dollar
means relatively nothing to him.
A fundamental in the development of a sound method of the
costing of selling expense as a basis for establishing control is that
the accounting division and sales management must be very patient with each other and develop a mutual point of view. It also
must be recognized that the problem of each concern is distinctly
individualistic in its characteristics and that there is no general
formula which can be applied for the costing of selling expense
even between concerns in the same industry.
My discussion must of necessity be general in nature. Much of
the subsequent material will not apply to individual cases.- I hope,
however, that it does illustrate how such a problem can be attacked.
Selling Expense
There is a difference in point of view as to just what should be
included in selling expense. I like to classify it by breaking down
the total cost of a business as follows:
Cost of production (or merchandise if it is a purely merchandising concern)
Cost of distribution
Administrative expense
Financial expense
I know of at least one eminent consultant who considers that distribution and administration should be considered as one. However, it is a principle of analysis that when one is endeavoring to
obtain facts, all possible constants should be eliminated and attention given to the variables. The administrative expense of most
businesses is relatively fixed. Its absorption is largely a question
of sales volume. Therefore, it seems to me that administrative expense should be considered separately and selling expense, which
is much more variable in nature, limited to those functions concerned with the actual disposal and delivery of the goods. I believe that delivery and warehousing should be considered as distribution expense because these factors are largely within the control of the sales division and abnormalities in cost regarding these
items may even require changes in selling methods for their
elimination.
18
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Therefore, I would classify the following as the major divisions
of distribution expense:
Direct Selling
Compensation of sales force
Traveling expenses —sales force
Samples, selling helps, etc.
Field supervision
Sales Administration
Sales management
Sales clerical
Main and branch office rental (used for sales purposes
only)
Other selling expense (properly classified for analytical
purposes)
Advertising
Space advertising
Direct mail
Dealer helps
Advertising supervision
Handling and Delivery
Order control
Inventory control
Filling orders
Packing and loading
Delivery
Preparation of invoices and shipping documents
Freight, express, parcel post
Traffic
Warehousing
Credit and Collection Expense
Regarding the above item, I do not believe that the supervision
or responsibility for this should be under sales management, as too
often there is a very wide difference of opinion between sales management and general management as to credit policy, but I do believe the cost of this function is a true distribution expense.
19
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Routine and Intermittent Control
There is a tendency in every organization to establish a control
often involving expensive analysis of many items of expense. One
of the first problems in setting up a control of distribution expense
is to determine certain major items which should be continually
analyzed and controlled and then certain subsidiary facts which
should only be obtained intermittently or periodically as their cost
if maintained continuously is out of proportion to their value.
In one concern which maintains a very effective control of distribution expense, the clerical force of the office is maintained
through normal years at approximately 2 0 people. When, however, drastic changes are contemplated in selling methods, or selling
expense shows a tendency to rise markedly, the clerical force is
sometimes doubled to obtain temporarily the necessary analytical
data. Too often, however, the average concern, once it has obtained
an analysis, carries this on continuously when its usefulness is
really passed. It is not unusual at all for a consultant to find a clerk
busily posting a record and the most diligent inquiry fails to reveal that any member of the management ever refers to the record.
Only those items of distribution costs should be maintained continuously which are used continuously by management.

Direct Selling Expense
If a concern sells one product only, by one method of selling,
the only division of direct selling required is by salesmen or territories, or possibly by types of customers. If, however, it sells
several products with widely varying resultant profitability, selling
expense must also be recorded in terms of the various product divisions, usually not by individual products, but by certain broad
classifications of product. The necessity for this is to recognize
the relative cost of selling the various products in order to substitute products where selling resistance is less for those where it is
found heaviest.
Too often a concern, especially one which pays its salesmen on
a straight commission basis, figures that the direct selling expense
is the commission paid for the actual sales of each class of product. In many cases this is a fallacy. For instance, let us assume
that a salesman sells $50, 000 a year of each of two products and
20
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is paid a 57o commission for his sales on each. Most concerns
would assume that their direct selling expense was 5% and that
they paid $2,500 to sell each product. Let us assume, however,
that he spends 8o010 of his time selling $50,000 of Product A and
only 2076 of his time selling Product B. In terms of his true selling effort, his compensation should be divided $4,000 against Product A and $i,000 against Product B. The true direct selling cost
in this case has been 87o for Product A and 2% for Product B.

solo,

This illustrates a fundamental principle that is seldom recognized,
which is that direct selling expense should be calculated in terms of
selling effort, rather than in terms of selling results. I know this
is heresy from an accounting standpoint, but consider the problem
from a control or sales management angle. If the selling expense
of both these two products is
the company goes on continuing
the distribution of Products A and B. If, however, it recognizes
that it takes four times as much time to sell Product A as Product
B, efforts will be made to replace Product A with a product which
is more easily distributed and which will enable selling expense to
be reduced and sales to be increased.
Many concerns require their salesmen to maintain simple records
of the time they have applied in attempting to sell the various divisions of the line, which I have found in many cases to result in
most progressive action in changing over the product and actually
decreasing selling expense.
Where different methods of selling, such as jobber distribution,
direct sales, direct mail sales, etc., are used, the costing of selling
expense also must be segregated as between the different methods
of distribution, in order that the relative effectuality of the various types of selling may be known as a basis for determining in
which territories the particular type of selling will be used. Too
often, concerns stick to a single method of distribution simply because they do not appreciate the economic facts behind different
types of distribution in different territories. Furthermore, these
figures often are distorted by treating jobber discounts not as selling expense but as direct reductions from sales. For instance, in
one particular case a pharmaceutical manufacturer was selling with
the same salesmen both directly to drug stores and to jobbers. The
cost of individual salesmen was very carefully maintained in terms
21
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of the dollars of sales. However, the dollars of sales to jobbers
were calculated in terms of the billing to the jobbers, which was
16 2/3°70 less than the billing to druggists. It is obvious that any
calculation of selling expense of the salesmen in terms of the dollars of sales was fallacious in this case.
Other concerns have found it very advantageous to calculate direct selling expense not in terms of a percentage of the sales dollar,
but in terms of the gross profit on the goods sold. This method is
increasing rather rapidly, due to the fact that the current trend in
compensation is to pay salesmen not for the selling of dollars of
sales, but the selling of dollars of gross profits, or gross profits less
certain promotional expense used in their territories. It is very
essential that when a compensation method is introduced for salesmen, the costing of direct selling expense be so arranged that it
furnishes the data required for the payment of the salesmen and
for comparison of their efforts.
Where branch offices are maintained, it also is necessary to break
down direct selling expense between these various offices and usually the individual salesmen therein.
Sales Administration
This is another division of expense that too often is applied in
terms of the sales dollar. Let us assume that two branch offices
are maintained and that one produces 2 5 % of the business and the
other 75% of the business. Very often the cost of sales administration would be applied in proportion to this ratio of sales. Let
us assume, however, that the office which only produces 25ofo of
the business is a new one, that there is considerable development
work to be done, men to be trained, etc. An analysis of sales management time may show that they are spending 75% of their time
on the office which only produces 2 5'70 of the business. In this case
75% of the sales administration expense should be applied to this
branch office, in order that a true knowledge of the situation may
be had, and if the office does not respond management can face the
true issue that an abnormal expense seems unavoidable in relation
to this particular office, and it may be found best to abandon it.
In other words, the control of distribution is the essential problem
of knowing what it costs to distribute various types of goods in
22
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various localities and by various methods of distribution, in order
that abnormalities may be eliminated and costs brought within economic limits.
Sales administrative expense usually must be distributed on a
basis of careful analysis as to its actual application.
Advertising
In the application of advertising and promotional expense, it is
usual practice to load the advertising supervision either in proportion to the necessary time of preparation of the various individual
items or upon the dollars of advertising spent. I believe the former
is the preferable practice. In the distribution of this final loaded
advertising expense, it is usual to apply this to the products advertised and to the territories in which it is utilized. For instance, a
mailing piece going to New England only should be charged to
selling expense in New England and not to territories located outside of this area, and if it covers a single product only, should be
charged to this product alone.
Preliminary analytical analysis should be made in the utilization
of most advertising appropriations. For instance, in one case a
concern faced the problem of how much it would spend on a certain form of promotional activity in the distribution of a phannaceutical product. Sales management requested a certain program
and stated that if this was available it believed it could sell during
a three - months' period $14,000 of the product. The following
covers the program outlined and the economic analysis showing
that it believed it would realize an operating profit of over 17
on the particular product.
700 sample lists, including druggists' identification, at $1.80.......... $1,260
100 physicians' samples to each of 25 salesmen for each of three
months = 7500 samples at 3 cents ........................... 225
2000 miscellaneous samples at 3 cen t s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
60
Window and counter displays, 700 at 42 cents ................... 294
1
%
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
.
.
.
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.
.
70
Prize money, / of
House organ and advertising overhead taken at the average 3 %
figure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................... 420
$2,329

(Equals

16.89'o of Sales)
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This leaves us, then, with the following economic picture:
Sales . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 4 , 0 0 0
Cost of sales -28% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,920
Gross profit-7 2 % . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $ 1 0 , 0 8 0
Commercial cost:
Direct sales -18% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2,520
Sales burden -1076 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,400
Administration and expense- 10% . . . .
1,400
Advertising and promotion, as per above schedule-16.89o' 2,329
Total commercial co s t -54. 89o' .. ...............................

7,649

Operating profit-17 .29 o' ... .. ... . . ... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... ... .. ... $ 2,4 31

Too seldom are such economic analyses made before expenditures are engaged in. General institutional advertising, of course,
usually is applied evenly over the entire sales volume.

Handling and Delivery
Handling and delivery is too frequently arbitrarily prorated over
total sales volume. Before this problem can be approached in a
sound manner it usually is necessary to analyze direct selling expense and order and billing control in terms of size of accounts.
If it cos ts , l et us as sume $ 3 for a sal esman to ma ke a cal l a nd $2

in clerical expense to receive, bill and collect an account, it is very
obvious that in selling a customer $io a year as a result of a salesman making two calls and obtaining two orders, direct selling and
order control are equivalent to the total billing of the account. It
is no unusual fact in many businesses that go% of the business is
received from io% of the accounts. An interesting analysis of this
fact for a client is given on the opposite page.
Periodic analyses should be made of accounts to eliminate wherever possible those accounts requiring abnormal selling and clerical expense. It is often better to abandon such business entirely,
or to handle what is possible to obtain on a direct mail basis only.
The other items of handling and delivery can often be distributed
on reasonably accurate standardized factors by intermittent analysis.
For instance, a study of orders and shipping methods may reveal
that a certain product usually is shipped in $35 lots in prepacked
cartons, requiring only the stenciling of the customer's name on
the carton. It may be found that the shipping and warehousing
amounts on this product to only on $ioo of sales and i% of sales
is a sound factor for handling distribution for this particular prod 24
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uct. Another product, however, may be found to be shipped almost
invariably in an assorted package of small items and the handling
cost is 2 0 % on this particular product. I have seen concerns use
more or less arbitrary standards of this nature, which when applied
to the sales, absorbed the total expense of this classification within
2°
70 or 3%, which, of course, had to be reapplied.
Some managers may say that this is unnecessary detail but let
me go back again to my original premise that a business is started
and maintained solely for the purpose of making profits. I have
seen certain items which were handled in such small lots and had
to be packed so expensively that handling and shipping alone
amounted to 50°70 of the billing. It is essential that these facts be
known in order that their serious effect on profits may be eliminated.
General Control
In the whole development of a control of distribution expense
it is essential that the problem be aproached from a common -sense
manner. I stated above that only a minimum of regular records
should be maintained regularly. Other records should be operated
periodically to check on the current situation. However, if maximum profitablity is to be maintained, such facts must be known.
In spite of the overwhelming belief today that additional volume
is the answer to practically every problem of business, I am convinced that there are few concerns which, if they knew their true
distribution cost, would not increase their profits by the elimination
of certain classes of goods and sales. It is fully as important to
know what not to sell as it is to create an ability to sell.
It is difficult to define the division of responsibility for control
records between the accounting division and the sales planning,
or what is often termed the sales control function, which usually
is a division of the sales clerical department. Certain records may
find their origin in the accounting division for one concern or in
the sales control in another.
One simple, but very vital record of this type is what is known
as a Coverage Report. The Coverage Report should provide periodic information as to potential, standard and actual sales by territories, products, etc. Potential sales is the best calculation of the
market analysis function as to the total sales or market for the
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particular product or class of products in a territory. Standard
sales is the amount of potential sales which the Sales Division believes it possible for them to sell. Actual sales, of course, are what
they sell.
Actual sales should be computed as a percentage of standard,
and standard sales as a percentage of potential. A careful study
of such percentages by sales management usually is most enlightening. If, for instance, in a certain territory standard sales represent a high coverage of 25% of potential and actual sales are gofo
of standard, this reveals an excellent result, as already the standard has been figured at a relatively high coverage and most of it
attained. On the other hand, if standard sales are only 29'o of
potential and only 50% of the standard are realized as actual, this
indicates a complete breakdown of the penetration in this particular territory. The proper interpretation between potential, standard and actual sales is one of the most pertinent factors for a
sales manager to utilize in judging the relative effectuality of his
various territories, and as a gauge for the application of promotional effort.
I believe it beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the actual
control of sales effort as this is primarily a sales management function. However, the control records for planning and routing salesmen require proper accounting attention. Too often the routing
function is entirely divorced from control. In most concerns it is
possible to set up a routing plan which definitely allocates the sales
effort to be applied on the different accounts and prospects, directs
promotional effort, and controls traveling expense, all on a single
form, against which call reports are posted and thus enables sales
management to control at a minimum of expense the planned application of sales effort.
Probably the oldest record used in sales control is the customer
record. The manufacturers of filing equipment have sold many
thousand installations of visible record equipment for this purpose,
most of which are excellent in design but, like so many other
records, are just a record. Aside from when sales management
desires for some specific reason to determine the status of a particular account, they seldom are used.
It is a strange fact that many sales managers seem more interested in obtaining new accounts than they do in holding old cus27
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tomers or in increasing customers' business. Periodic reports
should be prepared analyzing the customer records and sales management should study these with great care, periodically examining
all accounts where sales are decreasing and taking the necessary
steps to bring additional sales pressure to bear. The proper use
of signals on a visible record makes this very simple.
In a merchandising investigation it is no unusual thing to find
that while total volume may have decreased ten per cent, on many
of the individual accounts sales have increased twenty per cent to
thirty per cent. The proper analysis, interpretation and use of customer records is one of the most potent tools in the hands of sales
management. While there probably are better records for this
particular sales function in existence than for almost any other
function, unfortunately I believe it is true that they are actually
used as little as any sales record.
There are many other pertinent control records which might be
mentioned, such as cost per call report, sales per call, etc., but most
of these penetrate the definite sales management function to such
a degree that their inclusion in this paper does not seem warranted.
Testing
Too frequently when a concern approaches a major problem such
as the control of distribution expense, and also too frequently when
the professional is retained to develop such a plan, it is attempted
to study the entire situation and make a general revision of the
whole subject at one time. In my opinion, this usually results in
unnecessary expense and in the setting up of mechanisms which are
unnecessarily clumsy. The problem should be approached step by
step and tentative records established and tested out by the controller's division for their ease of accumulation, and by sales management for their adaptability for control purposes.
This testing of individual steps enables progress to be made,
slowly it is true, but certainly and with a minimum of subsequent
revision. Particularly in all matters pertaining to sales, which of
necessity involve many intangibles, there is too great a tendency to
plunge too rapidly into reorganization work, with the results failing
to justify the expense. If each step of a mechanism is carefully
tested out before the next is established, the method grows surely
and precisely, and no expensive revision work is required.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, let me again reiterate that the purpose of the control of distribution expense is to enable management to develop
sales at an economic cost and with an adequate profit return. Its
purpose is not to set up historical records. In production and administrative analysis, historical records often are of real value for
future comparison. The whole sales picture, however, changes so
rapidly that it is almost kaleidoscopic, and the records of yesterday
are of little value today. Sales control must always present an upto -date picture on which current sales management policy may be
based.
It is my conscientious belief that adequate control of distribution
is one of the most productive steps which any organization can
undertake in order to increase its profitability, particularly under
current conditions.
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